Gas-phase reactivity of 2,7-dimethyl-[1,2,4]-triazepine thio derivatives toward Cu+ cation: a DFT study.
The gas-phase interactions of 2,7-dimethyl-[1,2,4]-triazepine and its thio derivatives with Cu+ were studied through the use of high-level density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The structure of all possible tautomers and their conformers was optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. Final energies were obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2df,2p) level. It has been found that the direct association of Cu+ occurs at the oxygen atom attached to position 3 in the case of the dioxo derivative and at the sulfur atom in all other cases. For the dithio derivatives, the global minimum of the PES corresponds to the structure in which the metal ion bridges between the heteroatom at position 3 and the nitrogen atom at position 4 of the corresponding enolic tautomer, forming a four-membered ring structure; for the dioxo derivative, this conformer competes with the ketone tautomer. Moreover, the isomerization processes leading from the most stable adduct to the other stable conformers were investigated. Among all the considered compounds, the 3,5-dithiotriazepines-Cu+ is found to be the one that associates Cu+ more tightly in the gas phase. The calculated Cu+ binding energies show a good correlation with the experimental proton affinities.